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ABSTRACT  
A wide range of interfacial physicochemical processes, from electrochemistry to the functioning 
of living cells involve spatially localized chemical fluxes that are associated with specific 
features of the interface. Scanning electrochemical probe microscopes (SEPMs) represent a 
powerful means of visualizing interfacial fluxes, and this Feature Article highlights recent 
developments that have radically advanced the speed, spatial resolution, functionality and 
sensitivity of SEPMs. A major trend has been a coming together of SEPMs that developed 
independently, and the use of established SEPMs in completely new ways, greatly expanding 
their scope and impact. The focus is on nanopipette-based SEPMs, including scanning ion 
conductance microscopy (SICM), scanning electrochemical cell microscopy (SECCM), and 
hybrid techniques thereof, particularly with scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM). 
Nanopipette-based probes are made easily, quickly and cheaply with tunable characteristics. 
They are reproducible and can be fully characterized, and their reponse can be modeled in 
considerable detail, so that quantitative maps of chemical fluxes and other properties (e.g. local 
charge) can be obtained and analyzed. This article provides an overview on the use of these 
probes for high speed imaging, to create movies of electrochemical processes in action, to carry 
out multifunctional mapping, such as simultaneous topography-charge and topography-activity, 
and to create nanoscale electrochemical cells for the detection, trapping and analysis of single 
entities, particularly individual molecules and nanoparticles (NPs). These studies provide a 
platform for the further application and diversification of SEPMs across a wide range of 
interfacial science. 
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1. Introduction  
We are witnessing an incredible age of microscopy, where the structure and chemical properties 
of surfaces can be revealed and analyzed as never before on a wide range of length scales and in 
a diversity of environments. Many of these surfaces and the interfaces they form carry out 
functions that involve spatially-heterogeneous (non-uniform) chemical fluxes, yet our ability to 
map analyte concentrations and gradients near interfaces has lagged considerably behind 
structural microscopy. Recent developments in nanoscale electrochemical imaging highlighted in 
this Feature Article indicate that this situation is changing. New techniques are becoming 
available that have considerable capability for mapping and manipulating chemical fluxes near 
interfaces. The impact of these methods will be felt across a range of sciences, from materials 
characterization (e.g. understanding battery and fuel cell electrodes, and new catalyst discovery) 
to the life sciences (single cell analytics).  
It is the purpose of this article to describe very recent developments in scanning 
electrochemical probe microscopy (SEPM) methods, both to illustrate what can be achieved now 
and, further, to signpost new directions for the future. There have been a number of recent 
reviews of SEPM methods, but the main focus of these has tended to be scanning 
electrochemical microscopy (SECM),1 with ion conductance microscopy2 and pipette-based 
methods also receiving some attention.3 This article highlights, in particular, how SEPMs based 
on pipettes are especially promising. Nanopipettes are readily fabricated and characterized4 to 
permit quantitative multifunctional analysis of a wide variety of surfaces and interfaces, with 
applications from cell biology5 to materials characterization.6 We analyze issues pertaining to the 
spatiotemporal response of SEPMs and describe recent advances that allow SEPMs to be 
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deployed on much faster timescales than ever before. This development leads to new prospects 
for creating flux movies of electrochemical and interfacial processes in action, providing an 
entirely new perspective and capability for analyzing interfaces. Finally, we show how new types 
of electrochemical nanocells can be created from novel SEPM tips containing multiple channels 
and sensors to facilitate studies of single entities, single nanoparticles (NPs) to individual 
molecules. This exciting field of study requires innovations in electrochemical instrumentation 
and methodology to measure very small signals (down to fA levels). We show that new SEPM 
probes are ideally suited for constructing nanoscale cells that can be used for counting, trapping 
and analyzing single NPs and single molecules that will serve to develop and grow this nascent 
field.  
2. Prospects for Faster Electrochemical Imaging: Towards Quantitative Flux Movies 
We begin by considering how SEPMs typically operate and how the rate of data acquisition, 
probe movement, and response could be speeded up to allow much quicker image acquisition, 
while also enhancing the spatial resolution. Achieving these aspirations would open up the 
possibility of recording detailed movies of electrochemical dynamics across an electrode (or 
other) surface, offering new views of electrochemical processes. This would be well beyond 
those attainable from both macroscopic voltammetry, which still dominates electrochemical 
measurements and necessarily averages over an entire electrode, and conventional SEPMs which 
provide a snapshot or handful of images (at best) of the distribution of activity across an 
electrode.  
In a typical SEPM setup a probe electrode1, 2 (or electrochemical cell)7, 8 is brought within 
the vicinity of the surface or interface of interest and translated above the specimen at a constant 
height or at a constant probe-to-substrate distance, while recording the probe response (usually 
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current, but sometimes potential). The response is due to a specific type of interaction between 
the probe and the local environment at or near the sample, the nature of which depends on the 
electrochemical sensing technique and the application. Small scale microelectrode or 
nanoelectrode probes are employed for amperometric measurements in scanning electrochemical 
microscopy (SECM),1 nanopipettes are utilized to probe local ion conductance and surface 
topography in scanning ion conductance microscopy (SICM),2, 9 and double-barrel nanopipettes 
filled with electrolyte solution are used for the advanced scanning droplet cell platform, scanning 
electrochemical cell microscopy (SECCM).7, 8 Hybrid techniques that combine the advantages of 
different scanning probe methods have also been developed, including combined SECM-
SICM,10, 11, 12 SECM-atomic force microscopy (AFM),13, 14 or even more complex probe designs 
with extended functionality15 as shown in Figure 1 which depicts an SECM probe (Figure 1a), an 
open nanopipette for SIC (Figure 1b), a double-barrel SECM-SICM hybrid probe with pyrolytic 
carbon nanoelectrode and an open barrel (Figure 1c), a double-barrel SECCM nanopipette (2 
open channels, Figure 1d) and a quad-barrel probe, (two open barrels and two channels with 
deposited pyrolytic carbon (Figure 1e). These different probe designs have proven powerful for 
applications as diverse as the non-contact characterization of materials and material libraries,16 
energy systems analysis, interfacial processes and equilibria,17 and for monitoring biointerfaces 
and living cells.18, 19, 20, 21 
SEPMs tend to suffer from slow image acquisition rates. In a typical scanning 
experiment, data is recorded at frequencies that rarely exceed 1-10 pixels/s, which results in 
imaging times that usually range from tens of minutes to a few hours per image frame.1 These 
low scanning dynamics are partly due to slow probe translation (usually only up to a few probe 
diameters per second at best), partly in order to avoid perturbation of mass-fluxes between the 
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probe and the substrate, but also due to the scan routines that have become embedded that use 
move, stop, measure protocols. These restrictions compromise the size of the scanned area, 
image quality (pixel density) and the number of image frames that can be acquired during an 
SEPM experiment. Long image exposure times also further impact the applicability of SEPMs 
due to associated problems, including thermal drift of piezoelectric positioners that control the 
tip and sample position, sample ageing, degradation/changes of chemical composition in the 
electrolytes, and probe contamination. Although the use of parallelized scanning techniques with 
multielectrode arrays of individually addressable electrodes22, 23 overcomes some of these 
limitations, such approaches have not been used for the acquisition of multiple images with high 
frame rates. 
In order to address and improve the slow image acquisition inherent in established SEPM 
techniques, consideration must be given to several important factors related to accurate probe 
translation/positioning, rapid data measurement/collection and high electrochemical probe 
response. First, faster probe scanning speeds during imaging requires piezoelectric positioning 
systems with high resonant frequencies. Typically, for a piezopositioner, equipped with an 
amplifier that can provide sufficient current output and slew rate, the time required for a full 
displacement is about a third of a period of the resonant frequency (but with a significant 
overshoot).24 For example, for a piezoelectric stage with a 1 kHz resonant frequency, the 
displacement can occur within approximately 300 s, but with relatively poor precision. In a 
closed-loop regime the capabilities of the servo controller and the sensor lag introduce additional 
delay in the displacement,25 but significantly improve positioning accuracy and largely eliminate 
positioning hysteresis of piezoelectric components. Moreover, for full-range translation, the 
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dynamic performance of positioners can drop by one or two orders of magnitude,25 and the 
dynamics are further affected by loading (cell, sample, tip etc.).  
Typically in SEPM experiments, either a raster scan approach is taken,26 whereby the 
probe is translated in a line-by-line rectangular pattern over the area of interest,1 or a hopping 
mode is used whereby an image is constructed by approaching the SEPM probe to the sample at 
each image pixel.27, 28 A few alternative harmonic movement trajectories, such as cycloid,29 
spiral30, 31 and Lissajoux32, 33 have been employed for better tracking in atomic force microscopy 
(AFM), but these strategies can also be used for almost any scanning probe technique to improve 
scan speeds. We discuss below the use of spiral scanning in SEPMs below and the considerable 
benefit that results. 
The highest data collection rates that can be used with SEPMs are determined by the 
performance of the electronic components of potentiostats and current amplifiers, and IT issues 
(hardware and software). Typically, electrical current values in SEPMs vary between a few pA to 
a few nA (depending on the technique, probe size, species concentrations etc.), but in some cases 
can be as low as a few fA.34 There is a well-known trade off between current amplification, 
bandwidth and noise35 that must be taken into account in the design and use of current amplifiers, 
which places limitations on imaging speed and resolution (data acquisition rates) and precision 
(noise levels). High-speed electrochemical imaging requires amplifiers with high bandwidth, 
allowing full amplification of the signal within short timescales (110 s) for the few pA to few 
nA range, with high-performance state of the art current followers). 
Measured currents at SEPM probes are, further, the result of a convolution between the 
amplifier response and the electrochemical probe transient response time. For nanoscale probes, 
mass transport rates are particularly high, which makes them suitable for the task of high-speed 
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(steady-state) imaging: the diffusion time constant at a nanoscale disk electrode (employed in 
SECM) for example, is given by a2/D, and therefore is reasonably fast e.g. 2.5 s for a probe 
with a radius, a, of 50 nm, assuming that a typical D ~ 10-5 cm2 s-1 for aqueous solution or 
organic solvent. In other SEPM imaging techniques (SECCM, SICM), mass transport rates can 
be enhanced if additional means of mass transport (e.g. migration in electric field) are 
introduced.36 
Taking account of the aforementioned considerations, we have recently implemented 
high-speed imaging in SEPM setups, with frame rates approaching 4 s per image frame (3-4 
orders of magnitude improvement over state of the art techniques). At this frame rate, images 
with 16500 pixels, at a pixel density of up to 1000 pixels m-2 has been demonstrated using the 
SECCM platform (Figure 2a).37 To achieve reliable positioning of nanoscale probes at high 
translation velocities (up to 100 m s-1 with SECCM37 and 180 m s-1 with SICM38 an 
Archimedes spiral scan pattern has been used (Figure 2b and c). Such a parametric scan 
trajectory allows for continuous probe movement (clockwise or counter-clockwise) from the 
spiral center outward for the forward scan and then back inward (reverse scan) toward the scan 
origin. In contrast to a raster scan pattern, the spiral scan trajectory is implemented to have a 
constant lateral speed and does not result in sharp changes of the translation direction. This 
smoother harmonic scan pattern (defined as sinusoids on each positioning axis with a 90 degree 
phase shift) prevents high accelerations (accompanied by high dynamic forces). This ensures 
precise probe positioning, without any compromise of the resulting image pixel density. In fact, 
as shown above and further herein, by acquiring data at a continuously moving probe, one 
achieves much better pixel spatial density than achieved in SECM hitherto.1  
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For imaging in a constant-distance mode, it is also important to consider the capabilities 
of the probe positional feedback. When vertical positioning relies on the ionic current through 
the nanopipette (SICM, SECCM),2, 7, 8 modulation techniques with lock-in detection are often 
used to improve the signal-to-noise ratio39 by measurement of the alternating current (AC) 
components.40 The time constant of the AC modulation, defined as a few periods of the harmonic 
oscillation, is limited at the upper end by the resonant frequency of the piezoelectric positioner 
(if mechanical oscillation of the vertical probe position is used). The update rate of the positional 
feedback is therefore usually limited to frequencies around 1 kHz, or, equivalently, 1 ms 
intervals. With bias-modulation (BM-) techniques,41 which do not involve physical oscillation of 
the probe position, the feedback can be employed at frequencies up to 30 kHz, enabling much 
faster response for high-speed applications. One can also employ a tracing protocol at slower 
translation rates, which permits the reliable acquisition of substrate topography, followed by a 
series of quick retrace scans at the desired (high) speed over a set of spatial coordinates (x, y and 
z), acquired in the trace step.37 This approach can be implemented as long as precautions are 
taken to minimize drift of the piezoelectric positioners.42 
The powerful capabilities of high-speed imaging with SECCM have been demonstrated37 
on several illustrative examples, including heterogeneous electron transfer rates on patterned 
self-assembled monolayers of thiol molecules on gold, electron transfer at an individual single 
walled carbon nanotube (SWNT) and surface-dispersed nanoscale electrocatalysts for water 
splitting. A particular advantage of high-speed electrochemical imaging is the possibility of 
acquiring hundreds of image frames while varying the experimental conditions, for example, the 
reaction driving potential.37 This provides a huge volume of information on electrochemical 
activity that remains obscured when only a single image is recorded. This is of particular interest 
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for studying new materials, especially as these tend to have heterogeneous, and unusual, 
activity.43  
Figure 3 demonstrates how this innovative strategy can be applied to an electrocatalytic 
system, comprising a highly-ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) electrode decorated with iridium 
oxide (IrOx) nanoparticles for the water splitting oxidation reaction (Figure 3a). The averaged 
current response across the entire image at low overpotentials suggests that both the substrate 
and the NP catalyst do not have significant activity, and the electrocatalytic effect of IrOx 
particles becomes apparent only at relatively high reaction driving forces (above an applied 
potential of 0.8 V vs. Ag/AgCl QRCE, Figure 3b). However, the acquired images (see Figure 3c), 
reveals a striking difference between the activity of individual catalytic NPs. Moreover there is 
very high activity of some IrOx particles even at significantly lower overpotential values than 
would be expected from the macroscopic observations. 
It is important to point out that the high-speed imaging routine should be applicable to 
any electrochemical microscopy method. Indeed, high speed SICM for simultaneous 
topographical and reaction mapping are considered in section 2. SECCM, in fact, represents an 
example of a challenging SEPM for imaging at high dynamics, as it requires moving a liquid 
droplet over the substrate interface at high speed. Yet, it works well under these conditions. 
Other types of electrochemical microscopy usually operate under a relatively thick layer of 
electrolyte solution and therefore one has to consider a modified set of prerequisites for 
successful implementation of the high-speed imaging concept, mainly attributed to mass-
transport of redox molecules and/or ions between the probe and the sample.  
As discussed above, the time constant of the electrochemical probe is an important factor 
to be considered. For SECCM, the diffusional responses can be restrictive because diffusion is 
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limited by the conical pipette geometry.37 However, the mass fluxes can be greatly enhanced, by 
a few orders of magnitude, when using ionic redox species, due to migration in the electric field, 
across the two channels of the nanopipette probe. On the other hand, the influence of convection 
(which can cause image blur in SEPMs such as, for instance, SECM)44 is negligible, since it only 
acts on the liquid meniscus, whereas the concentration gradient typically extends some distance 
into the pipette.36 When nanoscale probes are deployed, other SEPM techniques are also not 
expected to suffer from probe translation convective effects, since the fluid movement would be 
suppressed due to friction in the nanoscale probe-to-substrate gaps, and diffusive mass fluxes 
between the probe and surface would be rapid (see above).  
An alternative way to create movies of electrochemical processes in action is to record a 
voltammogram at every pixel of an image. In this case, a move-stop-measure procedure is 
optimal. Data obtained can be replayed as a series of current maps as a function of potential or 
time, with the number of frames in the movie depending on the number of points in the 
voltammogram45 or chronoamperogram46 (for example). In typical practice, movies with many 
hundreds of frames are obtained which reveals important features and subtleties of interfacial 
electrochemical processes that are missed in conventional studies. 
3. Multifunctional Electrochemical Imaging 
The terms SECM and SICM were coined in the same year (1989),9, 26 but the techniques 
developed along separate lines, with SECM receiving much more attention, diverse applications 
and, consequently, many more publications.1 In contrast to SECM, SICM has been used 
predominantly for topographical imaging,19, 47 with some work on local delivery from the SICM 
nanopipette probe48, 49 and some studies considering the conductivity of porous membranes.50 
The ease with which probes with apertures as small as tens of nanometers can be fabricated and 
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fully characterized,4 and the versatility of possible scan modes makes SICM a powerful 
technique for such applications, with resolutions comparable to AFM attainable.51 Recent studies 
have shown that SICM can be extended beyond topographical imaging, and that simultaneous, 
topography-functional mapping is possible even with a single channel nanopipette, through 
clever adjustments of the SICM set up.38, 52, 53, 54, 55 We illustrate this concept below for surface 
charge52, 53, 54, 55 and surface activity38 mapping. These new applications have come about 
through a much better understanding of the mass transport ion-flux processes and electric field 
effects that underpin the SICM response.56 At the same time, the evident sensitivity of SICM to 
local heterogeneities in the ionic atmosphere of a substrate raises important questions about how 
best to employ SICM as a true topographical imaging technique, free from these phenomena – its 
original purpose. We discuss these issues below and show how SICM can be controlled to 
measure a range of surface properties of interest. 
3.1 Bias Modulation SICM 
It is important to first consider the principles of SICM and how the probe is positioned in the 
vicinity of a desired substrate. SICM uses the ionic current passing between two quasi-reference 
counter electrodes (QRCEs), one in the nanopipette probe and the other in the bulk electrolyte 
bath, to sense a surface. In conventional studies,2, 19 a large voltage bias is applied between the 
two QRCEs and one of two feedback regimes is used: (i) the ‘direct current’ (DC) mode (Figure 
4a), in which a drop in ionic current between the two electrodes is attributed to a close tip-
substrate separation as a consequence of high gap resistance between the probe and surface, and 
(ii), the ‘distance modulation’ mode (DM, Figure 4b), which involves physically oscillating the 
pipette tip in the direction normal to the substrate surface with a sinusoidal motion of small 
amplitude, to induce an alternating current (AC) signal upon approach to the surface.2 SICM is 
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increasingly popular tool for probing of soft interfaces such as living cells owing to the 
noncontact nature of these feedback methods.  
We have recently developed an alternative mode of SICM feedback, whereby the 
physical oscillation of the nanopipette probe is replaced by a harmonic oscillation in the applied 
bias between the two QRCEs57, as shown in Figure 4c. This bias modulated (BM) mode of 
feedback, as with DM-SICM, generates an AC signal that can be used for precise probe 
positioning near an interface. However, BM-SICM has several major advantages over more 
conventional SICM feedback modes that make it much more suitable for multi-functional SICM 
imaging. The key merit of BM-SICM is that it maintains sensitivity for topographical imaging, 
even when no net bias is applied, through the AC components of the ionic current recorded. The 
AC phase, detected with a lockin amplifier at the applied bias frequency, is sensitive to changes 
in the system resistance (tip-surface distance) and has been demonstrated to be at least as good as 
DM-SICM for topographical imaging,41 with the further advantage that a much higher range of 
frequencies can be applied, opening up the prospect of faster scanning.  
The SICM tip can be modeled well as a resistor and capacitor in parallel.41 Upon 
approach of a tip to a sample, the system resistance increases and this results in a shift in the AC 
phase signal as more of the current flows more through the capacitative component of the 
system, resulting in an increase in a higher phase angle, as depicted in the example approach 
curve of Figure 4c. The benefits of this feedback mode will become apparent below, where 
SICM is discussed as a tool that can be used to unambiguously map both surface charge and 
topography in a new scanning regime.53 Additional benefits of this feedback type include: (i) the 
removal of the physical oscillation of the tip, which could perturb the substrate (e.g. living cell); 
(ii) the elimination of significant electric fields at the end of the tip for topographic mapping, 
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which could otherwise significantly influence the substrate; (iii) the potential for closer tip-
surface distances resulting the removal of the vertical tip oscillation, and consequently (iv) a 
wider range of accessible oscillation frequencies compared to the range that that can be applied 
to piezoelectric positioners.41 
3.2 Simultaneous Surface Charge and Topographical Mapping with BM-SICM 
To illustrate the possibility of SICM providing information on both the topography and other 
properties of an interface, with a single channel probe, we consider recent advances in charge 
mapping.52, 53, 54, 55 Surface charge is important in a wide range of interfacial processes, and its 
importance in various functions of living cells is increasingly recognized,58, 59 yet there are 
relatively few techniques for investigating charge density and heterogeneity on the nanoscale. 
SICM has the potential to fill this gap. 
The use of SICM for the detection of interfacial charge is based on the ion current 
rectification phenomenon (ICR),60 that is to say the nonlinear current-voltage response through a 
nanopipette (or nanopore) that arises when the thickness of the diffuse double layer (DDL) on 
the charged walls is no longer negligible compared to the opening size of the pipette. ICR is 
strongly influenced by both ionic strength and the geometry of a nanopipette, with the opening 
size and cone angle significantly affecting the magnitude of the observed effect.61 Whereas in 
high concentration electrolytes (compressed DDL), there is generally a decrease in the ionic 
current when approaching a surface because of the increased gap resistance (Figure 4a), in lower 
electrolyte concentrations (extended DDL), the DDL influences the conductance at the end of the 
pipette, when near to the surface, changing the ICR behavior from that seen in bulk solution 
alone.60 This surface induced rectification (SIR) phenomenon52, 54 can be exploited to probe and 
map the charge of a substrate and is the basis of using SICM for surface charge mapping. On the 
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other hand, the sensitivity of the SICM response to surface charge, with an applied bias, suggests 
that surface charge effects and topographical features may be convoluted in conventional SICM 
formats (Figures 4a,b), particularly when very small tips are employed, even at relatively high 
ionic strength. 
 BM-SICM, neatly resolves the topography-surface charge issue.53 FEM simulations have 
shown that the SICM AC response with no net bias renders the ionic current insensitive to 
surface charge effects, making it an accurate tool for topographical mapping.53 As such, the 
following scan regime can be used: (i) the topography of the sample is extracted at zero net bias, 
using the difference in the AC phase between the bulk (Figure 5a) and the surface as a feedback 
signal; (ii) at each pixel in the topographical image, with the tip near the surface, surface charge 
is then elucidated by sweeping the bias between the two QRCEs (Figure 5b). This voltammetric 
response is then compared with a current-voltage (I-V) curve performed in bulk solution to reveal 
the effects of the substrate surface charge (Figure 5c).53, 55 With this approach, the topography 
and charge of a surface can be investigated simultaneously and unambiguously. This highlights 
how SICM can become a powerful tool for multifunctional imaging by appropriate design of the 
potential control function. 
This approach has been demonstrated for substrates that include polymer films and living 
cells. Figure 6 shows maps of an imperfect polystyrene film on glass,53 imaged in 10 mM KCl 
solution. The SICM topography (a) reveals similar features as seen by AFM (b), but it can 
further be seen that both the DC (c, e) and the AC phase signals (d, f) are sensitive to variations 
in charge across the surface, when a potential bias is applied to the tip. At both positive and 
negative bias, the negative charge of the glass is clearly seen in contrast to the neutral 
polystyrene film.  
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In addition to experiments in low electrolyte concentrations, it has also been 
demonstrated that this technique can be used in physiologically relevant conditions (higher 
supporting electrolyte concentration) with living cells,8  as shown in Figure 7. In this work, 
human adipocyte cells were imaged in the media in which they were grown, with an electrolyte 
concentration of around 150 mM. The negative surface charge of the section of the adipocyte cell 
imaged (Figure 7a,b) can be easily distinguished from the positively charged collagen substrate 
(used for cell attachment); see the SICM maps in Figure 7c, d, f and g. Significantly, surface 
charge heterogeneities on the cell membrane can be observed, in particular a feature along the 
length of the cell, which correlates with a topographical feature (Figure 7e). Given that this 
image was collected using a relatively large tip (diameter ~180 nm), these data demonstrate the 
sensitivity of the technique. The technique would become more sensitive to surface charge with 
smaller tips, while also improving the spatial resolution. These studies thus open up exciting 
prospects for the use of BM-SICM for identifying features on cell membranes through surface 
charge visualization, which could then be correlated to function. The technique is supported by a 
robust theoretical (FEM) model, which can be used to quantify the surface charge present at 
these interfaces, making it a quantitative and robust platform for multifunctional surface charge 
and topographical mapping. For the example shown in Figure 7, it was possible to determine a 
surface charge of 50 mC/m2 for the collagen surface, in most areas of the cell the charge was -15 
mC/m2 and a positive charge of 50 mC/m2 was found in the region along the center of the cell. 
3.3 Electrochemical Reaction Mapping with SICM 
SICM is also sensitive to changes in the local solution conductivity when an interfacial reaction 
occurs, and this can be sensed and used to visualize surface reaction rates. For example, the 
oxidation or reduction of an electroactive species at an electrode results in a change of ionic 
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composition near the electrode, and this can be sensed as a change in the ionic current through 
the nanopipette, opening up the possibility of using SICM for simultaneous topographical and 
reactivity mapping.38 
This concept has been demonstrated for the hydrazine oxidation and proton reduction 
reaction at ~600 nm radius Pt UME, using a 200 nm-radius nanopipette (Figure 8a). These 
reactions result in a change in the solution composition (consumption of protons during 
reduction and release of H+ for hydrazine oxidation) near the UME. Tuning of the tip potential 
provides a means of making the current response sensitive to either the topography or activity.38 
Moreover, for the example in Figure 8, and other cases, it is found that DM-SICM allowed probe 
positioning and topography mapping from the AC signal, even if there was a reaction at the 
interface, with the simultaneously recorded DC signal revealing the local activity. This therefore 
provides two approaches-DM-SICM and tuned bias SICM, to allow simultaneous topography-
activity imaging with a single channel SICM tip. For the case in Figure 8, the probe approached 
the substrate at every image pixel (resulting in the detection of surface topography, Figure 8b) 
and a voltammogram (Figure 8c) was then recorded at the microelectrode substrate. The 
resulting changes in ionic conductance, detected by the nanopipette probe, could then be plotted 
as a sequence of image frames at different substrate potentials, providing movies of substrate 
reactivity. Figure 8d depicts 6 out of a total 380 images, showing the changes of ionic 
conductance at the UME due to proton reduction and hydrazine oxidation. The images 
demonstrate clear contrast between active (Pt) and inert (glass) areas on the sample. 
High-speed variants of SICM have also recently been reported.38, 62 Based on the 
principles outlined above, we have used SICM for high-speed multifunctional imaging, 
simultaneously mapping topography and electrochemical reactivity by monitoring conductance 
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changes in the vicinity of active reaction sites. For illustrative purposes, we considered the one-
electron oxidation of ferrocenylmethyl trimethylammonium hexafluorophosphate, FcTMA+, at a 
small UME substrate.38 The oxidation of FcTMA+ to FcTMA2+ causes an influx of electrolyte 
anions and efflux of electrolyte cations near the electrode to maintain electroneutrality that 
results in a changed ionic composition. Figure 9b, is a slower trace prescan at the active 
substrate, which clearly shows the site of the reaction to be highlighted with a lower pipette tip 
current over the Pt UME. Faster scanning then allowed the effects of varying substrate potential 
to be elucidated through high speed scans with different applied substrate potentials. The probe 
was translated at a rate 35 times faster than during the prescan and it was confirmed there was 
little influence of the probe translation speed on the image quality and measured probe responses, 
as seen in Figure 9c. Six images from 101 recorded are shown in Figure 9d, at a series of 
decreasing substrate potentials that gradually switches off the reaction. This example further 
illustrates the power of high-speed functional imaging. One attains a similar potential resolution 
as voltammetry, but rather than measuring the average response, the activity is viewed as a 
current map of the surface, in this case of >16,000 pixels.  
3.4 Multi-channel Probes for Multifunctional Imaging 
While single channel SICM is powerful for multifunctional imaging, hybrid techniques such as 
SECM-AFM63 and SECM-SICM10, 11 diversify the scope and applications of functional and 
electrochemical imaging. In the case of SECM-SICM, the simplest probe design uses a theta 
pipette, where one open channel is filled with electrolyte and a QRCE for SICM measurements 
and the other filled with pyrolytic carbon for SECM detection11 although an alternative design is 
possible.10, 12 The SICM barrel can be used to independently position the nanopipette probe near 
a substrate of interest, while the SECM probe can further measure an analyte of interest, for 
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example pH,17 or other ions/molecules by electrolysis.11 For pH sensing, the carbon electrode is 
coated with iridium oxide allowing potentiometric pH measurements to be undertaken.17 
Functionalization of the carbon electrode with platinum also permits measurements of O2
64, 65 
and H2O2
66 by amperometry.  
SEPMs, and specifically nanopipette-based electrochemical techniques, are not limited to 
two channels. Quad-barrel (four channel) probes with two solid carbon channels and two 
channels filled with electrolyte solution have been fabricated to extend further the functionality 
of nanopipette-based techniques.15 Deploying this quad-barrel probe in a SECCM regime creates 
a highly localized electrochemical cell that can be used for sensing analytes or driving/detecting 
electrochemical reactions concurrently whilst still allowing accurate topographical imaging 
through the SECCM feedback between the open barrels.15 Thus far, these probes have been 
shown to be capable of performing generator-collection experiments at individual SWNTs, as 
well as some other applications considered below. These multi-channel probes could find great 
application in the study of living cells, for example, where the cell membrane could be 
stimulated through one pipette barrel, or material delivered, whilst detecting the cellular response 
in several others, an approach that would essentially produce a lab-on-a-tip.7 An attraction of 
pipette-based probes for local analysis is that they can perform nanobiopsies on cells,67 and one 
could imagine building in new functions quite easily, such as tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy. 
Field effect transistor (FET) devices based on dual carbon nanoelectrodes17 have recently been 
reported,68 and these could usefully be developed on a multichannel device to enable 
topography-activity imaging.  
4. Ultrasensitive measurements  
4.1 Mapping the Electrochemical Activity of Single Entities 
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Nanomaterials (metal nanoparticles, carbon nanotubes, etc.) are rather heterogeneous, and small 
variations of the shape, size, structure, reactive sites and surface defects can have a dramatic 
effect on activity. Gaining access to such information at a single entity (e.g. single particle), or 
even at a sub-single entity level is therefore vital to understanding how these materials work, 
although it is experimentally challenging. 
SECM, as the most widely used SEPM hitherto, has been employed extensively to study 
electrochemical kinetics,69 and has been applied to investigate heterogeneous processes in a 
nanogap configuration70, 71 and for electrochemical imaging and kinetic studies of single NPs.72 
However, special attention must be paid to several factors for the application of SECM at the 
nanoscale, particularly adsorption effects,71 and the difficulty of maintaining, and knowing the 
probe-to-substrate separation where there is no positional feedback during imaging:72 even small 
changes in working distance, caused by sample tilt, topographical features and the effects of 
thermal drift of piezoelectric positioners,42 as well as non-ideal tip geometry, could cause serious 
misinterpretation of experimental data. In contrast, the combined SECM-SICM approach, with 
independent control of probe positioning can be used to study the electrocatalytic properties of 
single NPs, resulting in high-resolution maps of topography and electrochemistry, as exemplified 
by the visualization of hydrogen peroxide production at Au NPs.66 
The SECCM configuration offers a different way of confining an electrochemical 
measurement to a smaller area (footprint), via contact from a liquid meniscus at the tip of the 
double-barrel SECCM pipette, with a contact diameter of as small as 90 nm attainable.43 The 
small contact area of SECCM leads to low background currents and relatively low capacitance 
(during potential scanning or transient phenomena), as well as allowing the study of the most 
diverse range of substrate electrodes. SECCM has been utilized successfully to visualize the 
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electrocatalytic activity of single platinum NPs deposited on a SWNT for the oxygen reduction 
reaction (ORR) and hydrogen evolution reaction (HER)).73 It was possible to analyze the ORR 
response at tens of fA at relatively low overpotentials (0.5 V, Figure 10a) up to the pA current 
range at more cathodic substrate potentials. This study highlighted the considerable value of 
correlative microscopic analysis, with AFM and FE-SEM allowing access to individual particle 
size, shape and reactivity (Figure 10b and c). In similar fashion, SECCM has been used to 
pinpoint the active sites for electrochemistry at SWNTs,74, 75 showing, for example, that kinks in 
SWNTs facilitate the electro reduction of O2 to H2O2
75 and enabling electrochemical kinetics to 
be related to the size and electrical properties of SWNTs.74  
 
4.2 Nanoparticle Impact Studies 
The SECCM platform, with a static probe, presents a very attractive configuration for the 
delivery of NPs to a substrate surface and for probing the dynamics and catalytic properties 
through the analysis of NP collisions. This is an alternative approach to the typical 
ultramicroelectrode (UME)-based measurements,76, 77, 78 that are employed for such studies. 
SECCM offers: (i) a much wider range of substrate electrodes, because there is no need for 
encapsulation of the substrate electrode material as a UME; (ii) much smaller electrode size and 
(iii) as a consequence, greatly diminished background currents, far superior to those attainable in 
other formats. Furthermore, as we outline below, careful design of the current amplification 
system allows both the more complete analysis of transient events and detection of short-lived 
phenomena that are missed by other studies.79, 80 
The key features of the SECCM setup for single NP impact measurements are shown in 
Figure 11a. This simple schematic highlights important aspects of an electrochemical cell that 
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forms meniscus contact with a substrate electrode: there is a wide choice of possible substrate 
electrodes, ensuring that background current signals are much lower than with UMEs. The fact 
that the positionable droplet cell can be applied over almost any (semi-) conductive surface of 
interest allows the interaction of NPs with a broad range of materials to be studied, whereas the 
range of materials for UME fabrication is rather limited. Furthermore, the QRCEs in the pipette 
create an electric field that can be used to deliver particles to a surface81 and the current response 
could be used to count particles (resistive pulse).82 
We have recently studied the impact of Au NPs on Au surfaces functionalized with self-
assembled monolayers of alkane thiols with different terminal groups, exploring how the surface 
chemistry influences the residence time and electron transfer (ET) kinetics, as manifest in the 
outer sphere oxidation of Fe(CN)6
4- to Fe(CN)6
3- (Figure 11b). Surface chemistry effects in 
impact measurements have rarely been explored, and these studies revealed strong surface 
chemistry effects.80 When a NP resides only transiently on a substrate electrode (and for other 
transient phenomena in NP impact studies), it is important to consider how the bandwidth of the 
current amplifier in relation to the residence time of the NP on the substrate surface influences 
the transient signal recorded. This important aspect of NP impact studies has been somewhat 
overlooked, although it has been considered in single molecule electrochemical detection.83 
Where the occupancy of NPs on a substrate is shorter than the time constant of the current 
amplifier a greatly attenuated electrochemical response is observed.80 This point is illustrated in 
Figure 11c, which shows the convolution of the current response arising from a diffusion-limited 
NP reaction (e.g. Fe(CN)6
4+ for different NP occupancy times for a current follower with a 
bandwidth of 20 ms. 
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NP impact studies with high bandwidth SECCM have revealed considerable insight into 
NP transport and interactions with an electrode surface.79 Three-dimensional random walk 
simulations of single NPs in the SECCM meniscus were used to aid understanding of the NP 
dynamics and current response observed.79 A hydrodynamic trapping model was used, whereby 
the NP displays hindered diffusion near to the substrate electrode surface. A computed trajectory 
of a NP and its occupancy on a substrate surface is shown in Figure 12a, along with averaged 
occupancy on the electrode, as would manifest in experimental i-t traces convoluted by the 
current amplifier response (bandwidth 10 s). 
Studies of the electro-oxidation of H2O2 at RuOx NPs enabled the detection of NPs with a 
finite arrival time due to the NP hindered diffusion coefficient, for which experiments and 
simulations were modeled (Figure 12b). However, while the hydrodynamic trapping model 
predicted a NP to remain near the substrate electrode, experimental measurements showed that 
NPs tended to leave the electrode surface. We have attributed this as being due to 
electrochemical propulsion from O2 gas evolution, as a result of H2O2 oxidation.
84 After leaving 
the electrode, this reaction switches off and NPs drift back into contact with the electrode. This 
leads to a repetitive trapping-and-release process that has not been recognized previously. As a 
consequence, impact frequencies are several orders of magnitude higher than expected based on 
a single pass diffusive model that has mainly been used to analyze impact frequencies in NP 
impact studies.85  
Under certain conditions, NPs adhere to electrodes after impact. With SECCM this opens 
up the possibility of correlating NP electrochemistry with structure by using a transmission 
electron microscopy (TEM) grid as the substrate,86  so that high resolution TEM characterization 
of a NP can be carried out after electrochemical measurement.  
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4.3 Single Molecule Electrochemical Detection (SMED) 
SMED is perhaps the ultimate measurement in elecroanalytical chemistry and extremely 
challenging due to the small current signals involved. Micro- and nanoelectrodes have been used 
to monitor catalytic responses from a single enzyme87 or a few enzyme molecules.88 Due to their 
low background noise levels, field effect transistor (FET) devices have also been sensitive tools 
for single molecule applications, where the detection principle is typically based on the change in 
conductance at a certain voltage threshold due to the charge transfer from an analyte molecule.89, 
90 
An alternative configuration for SMED is based on the confinement of the 
electrochemical measurement in a very small volume between two closely spaced, opposing 
electrodes, so that the electrochemical current can be significantly amplified by redox cycling of 
a trapped molecule.91 In such a configuration, the redox species works as an electron shuttle that 
bounces between a cathode and an anode at high frequency. The amplification and sensitivity of 
these devices are dependent on the mass-transport rate (which is determined mainly by, d, the 
interelectrode distance, with the diffusion time  d-2). While electrochemical cells with nanogaps 
can be fabricated lithographically,83 there are limitations as to the electrode materials and gap 
sizes that can be used. 
We recently reported SMED using quad-barrel probes in an SECCM configuration34  
Reproducibility of probe fabrication was achieved by milling the probe end with a focused ion 
beam (FIB), resulting in two electrodes that could provide redox cycling with the substrate 
electrode and two open channels filled with a dilute electrolyte solution of a redox species (10 – 
100 nM) that maintained a stable meniscus at the end of the pipette (Figure 1e). The quad-probe 
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was approached to the substrate until the meniscus came into contact with the substrate 
electrode, producing a nanogap cell to carry out single molecule redox cycling. Anticorrelated 
currents with a magnitude of a few fA were observed within the tens of nanometers gap between 
the tip and the substrate electrodes, corresponding to SMED with a current magnitude similar to 
that predicted by random walk simulations. This droplet (meniscus contact) regime resulted in 
extremely low background noise allowing the application of SMED in new environments, such 
as ionic liquids where the diffusion coefficient is much lower than in an aqueous system. The use 
of a quad-barrel probe in an SECCM configuration opens up further applications to various 
single entity measurements, including SMED. For example, since these probes contain channels 
for delivery/extraction with electric field control and electrochemical sensing, one could 
envisage adaptive experiments where control-detection functions were built into this type of cell 
for the manipulation, characterization and analysis of single entities. 
5. Conclusions and Outlook 
Although SEPMs, for example SECM and SICM have been in existence for more than a quarter 
of a century, this family of techniques is at an exciting nexus where the mixing of SECM and 
SICM principles, and probes, is leading to major new developments that allow interfacial flux 
processes to be mapped quantitatively at the nanoscale in unprecedented detail. Coupled with 
these advances, there has been substantial recent progress in SEPM instrumentation, such that 
probes can be moved over a surface and acquire data orders of magnitude faster than previously, 
with data acquisition rates close to MHz now realizable. These developments open up new vistas 
on electrochemical interfacial processes, by allowing, for example, the recording of movies of 
electrochemical fluxes as a function of potential or time, which reveal new aspects to the 
influence of electrode structure on activity. In the future, these high bandwidth capabilities will 
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also be of considerable benefit for large area scanning, patterning and combinatorial 
electrochemistry, for example, in catalyst screening studies. 
 A long-standing problem in SEPM has been the separation of topography and interfacial 
activity. The power of SECM is in mapping reactive fluxes, but the response is highly sensitive 
to the probe to substrate separation, which is difficult to determine in the conventional, and 
widely used, SECM configuration. On the other hand, SICM developed purely as a topographical 
imaging tool, or a means of local delivery and stimulation. Very recent progress, highlighted in 
this article, has shown that by re-analyzing and re-casting SICM as an electrochemical technique, 
it is possible to better understand the response through which SICM can be used to map 
functional properties such as interfacial charge or reactivity, alongside topography, with a simple 
single channel nanopipette. Furthermore, dual SECM-SICM nanoprobes that are easy to make 
and characterize bring together the considerable capabilities of the two techniques for functional 
imaging.  
Topography and activity are also readily separated in SECCM, the most sophisticated 
scanning droplet technique available, where a dual channel probe containing electrolyte and a 
QRCE in each channel can be used for highly sensitive localized electrochemical measurements. 
This technique is particularly powerful when combined with other microscopy techniques 
applied to the same area of a material. We have shown how SECCM can reveal a wealth of 
information on the electrochemical properties of nanomaterials and also to deliver nanomaterials 
to a surface, as exemplified by NP impact studies, where SECCM offers a platform with 
considerably lower background currents, so that the electrochemical response for NP impacts can 
be analyzed in much more detail than in alternative configurations. There are prospects for 
further enhancing this platform, for example, using the resistive pulse when a NP is delivered to 
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a substrate to measure the size of a NP as it impinges on an electrode, and using the electric field 
across the end of the SECCM tip and meniscus to control, move and trap NPs in the meniscus. 
 We have also highlighted emerging studies that use up to four channels in a small 
footprint probe. This constitutes the beginning of a lab-on-a-tip that will allow a multitude of 
future applications, such as more sophisticated sensors based on FETs, nanoscale titrations, 
charge mapping-uptake studies and many other uses. It should also be possible to introduce 
complementary spectroscopic and nanoscopic sampling capability into this type of probe, turning 
it into a nano-tool of great flexibility. 
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FIGURES 
 
Figure 1. Electron microscopy images (transmission electron microscopy, a-c; scanning electron 
microscopy in d, e) of different types of nanopipette probes for electrochemical imaging. a) An 
amperometric SECM probe with the cavity in a carbon layer at the tip filled with 
electrodeposited Pt, b) an open nanopipette for SICM, c) SECM-SICM hybrid probe with 
pyrolytic carbon nanoelectrode and an open barrel, d) a double-barrel SECCM nanopipette (2 
open channels) and e) a quad-barrel probe, (two open barrels and two channels with deposited 
pyrolytic carbon). Part e adapted from reference 15.   
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Figure 2. High-speed electrochemical imaging platform based on an SECCM setup. a) 
Schematic illustration of the SECCM working principle. A double-barrel nanopipette probe is 
equipped with two quasi-reference counter electrodes (QRCEs) and filled with electrolyte 
solution. A constant bias value V2 induces a conductance current between the pipette barrels, 
while a variable V1 is used to control the working electrode (substrate) potential. Vertical 
oscillation of the probe (z) gives rise to alternating current (AC) ion current components, used 
for positional feedback during scanning. The probe trajectory (red dashed line) illustrates the 
spiral scan pattern. b) Comparison between the Archimedes spiral scan (red solid and dashed 
lines for forward and reverse scans, respectively) and classical raster-scan pattern (gray lines) 
trajectories. The arrows indicate probe translation direction. c) Corresponding projections of the 
spiral and raster scans on the x-positioning axis. Taken from reference 36.  
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Figure 3. Imaging of electrocatalytic activity of IrOx nanoparticles deposited on HOPG substrate 
for water splitting. For the potential range of interest, the electrochemical reaction essentially 
only occurs when the SECCM meniscus cell is in contact with a particle (a) as evidenced by 
linear sweep voltammograms (b), recorded at a fixed spot on a pristine HOPG (black line) and 
calculated from the average current values over individual frames during high-speed imaging 
(red line). c) A few image frames (6 forward scans out of total 30 images recorded every 12.9 s) 
depicting the evolution of catalytic activity of different particles (marked as “A”, “B”, “C” and 
“D”) dependent on the substrate potential. The color bar is progressive with a minimum value 0 
pA and maximum value that is a factor of 9 times the average substrate current, Iavg, at a 
particular potential. Scale bar 5 m. Adapted from reference 36.  
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Figure 4. Comparison between different modes of SICM feedback. a) Direct current mode in 
which the surface is detected via a drop in ionic current. b) Distance modulation mode, with 
probe oscillating in vertical direction to produce an AC signal at low tip-substrate separation and 
(c) bias modulation mode, based on application of sinusoidal bias between the two electrodes 
and the readout of AC phase for feedback. Illustrative approach curves are shown in the insets on 
the images, revealing the feedback response as a function of relative probe-to-substrate distance 
d/r (physical probe-substrate separation, d, and probe opening radius, r). In b and c, ‘set’ 
indicates a set-point value for a particular quantity that is used to stop the tip moving closer to 
the surface and can be used for feedback during imaging.  
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Figure 5. Schematic of the charge mapping measurement principle (not to scale). The ion flow 
through the pipette orifice under bias in (a) the solution bulk and (b) in the proximity of a 
surface, where the diffuse double layer (DDL) at the charged substrate induces rectification 
effects resulting in a modified mass-transport regime. Charge information is extracted from the 
difference between recorded voltammograms (c). The approach of the tip with zero net bias with 
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a BM-SICM format yields a current response that is essentially independent of charge on the 
substrate surface.  
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Figure 6. Simultaneous surface charge and topography maps over an imperfect polystyrene film 
on a glass substrate obtained with BM-SICM. (a) Topography image recorded with a ~75 nm 
radius nanopipette operated in a hopping mode at 0 V bias offset and (b) an AFM image of a 
similar area of a substrate for comparison. (c-f) Example images of the normalized DC 
component and AC phase shift (with the response in bulk subtracted) of the ion current at -0.3 
and +0.3 V mean bias values. Adapted from reference 51.  
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Figure 7. Simultaneous surface charge and topographical mapping of a human adipocyte cell on 
a collagen support using BM-SICM. (a) Optical microscope image of the spindle-shaped cell 
with the SICM scan region indicated by white dashed lines. (b) Topographical map, containing 
26 × 26 pixels and corresponding normalized (with respect to bulk responses) DC ion current 
images at (c) negative (−0.4 V) and (d) positive (0.4 V) tip biases. Line profile along the black 
dotted line in (b) shows the change in topography across the cell and reveals a trough feature in 
the cell surface morphology (e). AC phase data at (f) −0.4 V and (g) 0.4 V reveal a strong 
contrast between the cell and collagen support. Taken from Reference 53.  
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Figure 8. Simultaneous reactivity and topographical imaging with SICM. a) Schematic 
representation of the experimental setup. b) Topography map (45 by 45 pixels, 125 nm step size) 
acquired by a hopping scan. c) Recorded voltammogram at the substrate (red) and corresponding 
changes in the nanopipette conductance current (blue) with the nanopipette positioned above the 
active site on the sample. (d) Electrochemical images (6 frames) from a 380-snapshot image 
sequence, constructed from voltammetric data resolved at each image pixel. The nanopipette 
current has been normalized by the value at the point of the closest approach (at each individual 
pixel) with the substrate potential held at −0.2 V. Taken from reference 37. 
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Figure 9. High-speed electrochemical imaging performed with a 95 nm radius SICM 
nanopipette probe (biased at -0.25 V vs. QRCE in bulk solution) over a 430 nm radius Pt 
microelectrode (held at different potentials on every image frame) in electrolyte solution 
containing 2 mM FcTMA+ and 10 mM KNO3. a) Schematic illustration of the imaging 
experiment. b) Prescan image, recorded at 5.2 m s-1 with the substrate biased to promote the 
diffusion-limited oxidation of FcTMA+ to FcTMA2+. c) Comparison between nanopipette probe 
current profiles acquired in the prescan and during translation at high speed (lateral probe 
movement 180 m s-1) over the central part of the Pt electrode (white dashed lines on images), 
biased at 0.4 V (mass transport-limited FcTMA+ oxidation). d) Set of normalized nanopipette 
conductance current images (6 out of 101 merged forward and reverse scan images), recorded at 
different substrate potentials during imaging at high dynamics. Scale bar 2 m. Substrate 
potentials shown are vs. Ag/AgCl QRCE. Adapted from reference 37.  
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Figure 10. a) Schematic of the experimental configuration (left) and SECCM images of platinum 
particles deposited on a carbon nanotube showing the electrochemical response (currents) at 
different substrate potentials, relative to a Pd-H2 QRCE. b) Current density plots at the various 
potentials (vs. Pd-H2 QRCE) for selected particles. Current density was calculated on the basis of 
spherical particles using AFM particle heights (which were similar to the widths from FE-SEM). 
The dashed line in each plot corresponds to the average current density at that potential. Anodic 
currents are observed at 600 mV, with the other potentials giving cathodic currents. c) High-
resolution FE-SEM images of the selected example particles. Adapted from reference 71.  
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Figure 11. a) Schematic of the SECCM configuration for NP impact experiments, showing the 
cell set up (left), with a typical dual-barrel pipette for meniscus contact and NP delivery to a 
substrate electrode. isurf above a background value is generated during NP impact with reaction 
on the substrate electrode (right). b) Principle of the electrochemical detection of single AuNP 
collisions on SAM-modified Au electrodes and typical responses with, −COOH, −OH, and −CH3 
terminated SAMs. c) Simulated current response (red lines) for a 20 ms bandwidth current 
follower for NP occupancy of different times (black line). Adapted from reference 78.  
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Figure 12. a) Simulated lateral (x and y) and vertical (z height) NP trajectory over a substrate 
electrode and comparison of the occupancy (black) and the average occupancy of the NP that 
would be seen considering the experimental conditions (red). b) Histograms of the rise time from 
200 simulations (black) and 16 experimental transients (red) and an experimental i-t trace (blue 
line) presented alongside a simulated occupancy trace (black lines). The rise times (NP arrival) 
match, but experimentally the NP leaves the surface due to electrochemical propulsion (O2 
generation), which is not taken into account in the model. Adapted from reference 77. 
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